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MEETING LOCATION
Deutsches (Half-Way) Haus
1023 Ridgewood Street
Metairie, LA
October 3, 2012 @ 7:00 P.M.
The 2012 Club Officers are:
Keith St. Pierre – President
Perry Soniat – Vice President
Greg Hackenberg – Secretary
Monk Dauenhauer – Treasurer
Ryan Casteix – Quartermaster
********************************

SHARING BEER
Bring your brew to the
meeting.
Last month we had beers from:
Brian Smith
Bavarian wheat
Dennis groone
hefeweisen
Drew Rowland & Yutaka Hitomi
ipa

travis combel
dimwit blonde (Belgian blonde
w/25% wheat)

drunken nut job (imperial nut
brown ale w/rum soaked oak chips )

ron guarino
la freak ale
old chub scotch ale
dirty bastard scotch ale

What a great selection of really good
beer. Thanks to everyone for sharing
the fruits of your labor. I hope this
trend continues from month to month.
When you bring your creation to the
meeting, please sign the BROUGHT
BEER sheet or give to Greg or Monk a
slip of paper with your name and the
style(s) you bring. We would like this to
be published monthly. Also include any
particulars you want mentioned.
BONUS: Get a FREE 50/50 ticket for
your generosity.
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Meeting Note: When you come to the
meeting at the Deutsches Haus realize
that for the past 20 years they have
allowed us to use their facilities free of
charge. The only thing they ask is for
us to patronize the bar. So, we
encourage you to have your first beer
from their taps. They have a quality
selection. Then jump into the beer you
or someone else brought to share or
might want an honest opinion of their
handy work.

Bet you did not know:

[B] Wort: Marcel Charbonnet is brewing a Irish Red
Ale, BJCP Style 9D.
We expect to yield the normal 10 – 5-gallon units of wort.
[C] Info:
[1] [a] Equipment movers: Jack Gonzales, Paul
Ellington.
[2] Remember, in order to get wort, other than the
brewmeister () and the two above-mentioned equipment

all other brewoff
participants must be at the brewoff at
movers,

8:00 am and help with all grunt-work [a]
during the brewoff, [b] through the end of brewoff,
and [c] through final equipment packing and
placement onto the equipment movers’ vehicles. Yes,
these participants are the strong backs and the weak minds
of the brewoff. They are also known as ‘grunts’.

The earth spins at about 1038 miles
an hour at the equator.

[D] Costs:

1 million dollars worth of $100 bills
weighs 22 pounds!

Food & refreshments: pro rata of food and refreshment
bill, probably about $10-12.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Club Brews

previously

known as brewoffs
We changed the name because
these are not competitions. They
are for people getting together to
brew a 50 gallon batch of beer
and share their knowledge. 10
people will take home 5 gallons of
Wert to ferment. Everyone is
welcome to come and participate
or just to watch the process. If
you are interested, contact
Richard. The following is an
announcement from Richard
Cuccia, Club Brew Coordinator:

Wort: pro rata of grain/yeast/ propane bill, probably
about $25-30.

[E] Participant List, 504 area code, unless otherwise
noted:

1. Jack Gonzales, equipment mover, wort & maybe,
food, 458-9350
2. Paul Ellington, equipment mover, wort & maybe,
food. 920-5454
3. Hank Bienert, host & his much better half,
Georgine, chef, wort & food, 813-7266-mp,
828-5095-h
4. Marcel Charbonnet, brewmeister, wort & food,
ph-dunno; Marcel, pls, email me your ph
5. Rick Doskey, grunt, wort & food, 723-7006
[F] Invited: Everyone is welcomed and encouraged to
attend and enjoy this brewoff.
If you wish to attend this BO as wort participant or as a
refreshment participant, contact your humble servant, me
– Cooch, 504-454-3847-h, 504-512-2814,
richardcuccia@cox.net.
[G] Food: Hank’s description:

2012 HankDome BrewOff
[A] Saturday, October 13, 2012, 8:00 am.
330 West Livingston Place, Metairie, 70005
Hank Bienert phone: 504 828-5095
See directions to Hank’s below.

Coffee without eats in early AM-any personal breakfast
treats you bring may be inspected and small portions
thereof politely requested by the Haushund (Rocky
Racoon the dog who thinks he is a cat).
Lunch will be pulled pork BBQ sandwiches with Asian
cole slaw. We will have soft drinks and water. Having no
leftover CCH homebrew or commercial beer, a number of
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different beers were carefully chosen. The beers should
be Sierra Nevada Pale Ale, the recently released Sam
Adams Harvest collection (both companies founded by
homebrewers), and Negro Modello, a relatively rare and
nearly the only commercially available Vienna Lager. By
the way, Vienna Lager (3A) is the precursor of the
Octoberfest Marzen style (3B). (BYO.com Vienna in
exile 2006).
Regarding refreshment beer and because we have a good
number of different refreshment beer styles and brands:
[1] Please, take small tasting amounts.
[2] Then, pass the beer remainder to the next person for
further small tasting amounts.
[3] We are at the brewoff for many enjoyable beer
related experiences, including tasting a number of
different beers. This way, you learn and enjoy.
[3] We are not going to run out of beer. Thus, share the
bounty as you pour small tasting amounts properly
labeled cup.
Please no bottles beyond the deck.
[G] Remember; join the CCH Yahoo Email Group. It
allows quick, easy, and immediate contact amongst CCH
members.
The group’s email address is:
crescentcityhomebrewers@yahoogroups.ca. Someone
with more knowledge than I might be kind enough to
inform the technically unsavvy as to how to join the CCH
group.
>>>>>
Driving Directions to the HankDome, 330 West
Livingston Place, Metairie, 70005:
The street in front is very narrow so best park on
Jefferson Avenue, the back street .Drive down
Livingston past the house and make 2 RIGHTS.
[a] If coming from DeutschesHaus, (Hank’s directions)
Head NORTH until 2nd stop sign. LEFT onto Palm
street until the tracks and LEFT again along these tracks
which should be crossed and then make an immediate
RIGHT onto Loumor again paralleling the tracks. At
next corner turn LEFT onto Jefferson.
The gate is about 25 feet north of the junction of Avalon
Way and will be tagged with a checkered flag to show
you have completed the trip (and the garage shows the
Livingston address).
[b] If coming from Vets/I10, (MapQuest/Richard’s
directions)
[i] Bonnabel south to Metairie Rd;

2012 CCH BrewOff At 2012
OktoberFest
[A] Saturday, October 27, 2012, 2:00 pm. (yes, 2pm when
OkFest opens. Explanations to come.)
DH OktoberFest grounds
Rivertown, Kenner, LA
[B] Wort: Derek Lintern is brewing whatever he desires.
He knows what he’s doing. Further info to come.
We expect to yield the normal 10 – 5-gallon units of wort.
I confirmed the above with Derek on Monday, 9/24/12
night. Thus, this BO is a ‘go’.
Further info and explanations to be provided in follow-up
emails.

************************************

Web Site Links to Some of Our
Sponsors and Brother Clubs. If
your club would like for THE
HOPLINE to publicize your
functions, send info to
CCHHOPLINE@AOL.COM as far in
advance as possible.

Deutsches Haus
Southern Brewing News
New Orleans Brewing Company
Heiner Brau
Abita Brewery
Crescent City Brewhouse
Gordon Biersch
NOLA Brewing Company
BrewStock
BR club-Brasseurs a la maison
Dead Yeast Society – Lafayette

Bicyclebrewclub
Louisianahomebrewers
Maltmunchingmashmonsters

Useless Facts

Yawning actually makes you more
awake. Yawning gets more air into
your lungs, thus increasing oxygen
to your brain.

[ii] R @ Metairie Rd;
[iii] 1 block, L @ Jefferson Ave;
[iv] about 2-1/2 blocks to back of HankDome on left side
at 330 W Livingston Pl.
>>>>>

HOW DO WE GET NEW MEMBERS?
BY ASKING OUR FRIENDS NOW,
NOT TOMORROW
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########################

Winterfest
Time is fast approaching for our annual
Winterfest. The date is November 10.
Of course this event would not be
complete without HOMEBREW. So now
is the time to start brewing.
As always we are asking for "keged"
beer of many styles in 5 gallon or larger
containers. For your creations you will
receive tickets to our celebration.
Please advise any officer of your
intentions. You can also respond to this
email and get details on collection,
storage, hookups, etc. Advanced tickets
will be available at the meeting. Spread
the word. Plan to bring a group. Sell 10
tickets and get yours free.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

You may have known this but …
 Men tend to spend more money when
they are not in a relationship.
 Women speak over 7,000 words and
use over 1,000 hand gestures a day
while socializing with others.
 The average male will shave at least
20,000 times in a lifetime.

Hank Speaks…

So Listen

October Hopline
Since I am hosting a brewoff (club brew) this
month, I am too busy paving a patio, building a
cover for it, installing a toilet, etc. to write
anything involved...I GIVE AND I GIVE!!

And now…

Greg’s Ramblings

So apparently, Hank has not run out of things to say.
However he did prod me once more to contribute to the
hopline under whatever title Monk deems to apply to my
zymurgistic ramblings. This time he did give me a
suggestion, so no need to dip into the stash of beer and
spin (that’s an old term you kids probably won’t
understand, unless you’ve seen a “record player” or some
sort of demonstration in a museum somewhere) some
Miles Davis again. Is it me or was it hard not to watch
the Atlantic record label spin round and round on Led
Zeppelin IV even when you weren’t stoned? Okay, now
I’ve got to listen to “Four Sticks” one of the greatest
examples of rock drumming evah…again, I digress.

So say you’ve got something wild in mind that is going to
take a few tries to perfect. Maybe you just want to throw
together some leftovers into an impromptu beer but are
limited on time. Or you’ve got the idea that a series of
beer, perhaps changing out the base grain or with different
hops. In any event you don’t want to commit to a full
batch of 5 or 10 gallons.
Now I’ve been whipping out 3 gallon trial batches of beer,
including a nice run of single hoped California Commons
(it is a great way to get to know a hop from top to
bottom). Okay, you must be thinking “3 gallons!? That’s a
lot of work for not so much beer.” Well, you’d be right, if
I was doing my typical Gott cooler mash tun, false bottom
fly-sparge to the keggle. Back in the day…I have enough
gray hair to say that…it was just called sparging. No batch
in those days. Current research indicated the Scots came
up with the sparging first; trickling hot liquor over a static
grain bed to extract everything possible… I paid good
mony fer that grain, I be gettin eve’r droop of sugr ootta
ther!...Makes sense. Nowadays besides “fly” we have
batch and a new spin courtesy of our friends down
under…BIAB: brew in a bag.
You may have run across it mentioned in forums,
magazines, or you may reside under a comfortable rock. I
suppose, seeing that it violates two of Homer Simpson’s
pieces of advice “That’s the way we’ve always done it”
and “It was like that when I got here,” that you chose to
completely ignore it. Okay, I get it, and that’s why Hank
buttonholed me again and suggested I write up a little
process I’ve been using, because I’ll try out this stuff so
you don’t have to. And besides, now I’m listening to the
rest of Zepp 4 with a nice porter, as well you should, and
figure I’ll just fill you all in.
Three gallons of beer, one five gallon canning pot (had it
for years), a vegetable steamer (advice: by you own
steamer, do not use the one from the kitchen) and a five
gallon paint strainer bag courtesy of the paint department
of Lowes, Home Despot, Helm Paint or wherever you
choose to purchase them and washed beforehand. All set
up on the typical propane burner, but this could work on a
decent gas stove as well.
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That’s what I use. Larger setups are possible with a
dedicated nylon mesh bag for full five gallon batches.
This set up accommodates 4-6 lbs of grain and has just
enough room for four gallons of water, netting a three
gallon yield. Overall I’ve been getting 75-76% efficiency
consistently with no sparging of any kind.
Now here is the kicker: with the brew-in-bag method, all
the water: strike, sparge, top off, passing rainstorm, is
placed in the pot along with the grain and mashed. What
passes for sparging is simply lifting the bag with the
grain in it out of the pot when you’re done. Thank the
Aussies for this one. There were bits of it floating
around. David Line, the British enthusiast who published
perhaps what was the first modern treaties on
Homebrewing in the late 70’s The Big Book Of Brewing,
wrote of a bag with perforated bottom instead of a false
bottom or manifold. But the Australians figures it out and
it is the dominant method of brewing down under.

So here it is, the water was added and heated to the proper
strike temp, and the grain dumped in. For this pot, I
typically round it off to 16 quarts; that leaves just enough
space for 4-6 lbs of grain without slopping it all over the
place. With the large volume to grist ration, strike temp is
only 3-4 degrees hotter than the target mash temp. I use
BeerSmith, set for a 5 gallon brew pot and it pretty well
nails it. Doughing in is a snap with all that liquid.
Now I let it mash for a hour. I use a sophisticated
insulation method of wrapping an old beach towel around
the pot. I stir and check the mash temp every fifteen
minutes or so. I will usually add a few seconds of heat 2-3
times in the course of the mash. Important safety tip: take
the towel off when the burner is on. At this point anyone
who remembers the stovetop temperature mash method
where direct heat can be applied to the mash will see the
similarities. And that ability to heat it allows you to
perform the next step, which I think is critical; a mash out.
I heat the grist up to 168 and hold it for five to ten minutes
stirring a few times to make sure everything is heated up,
loose and flowing.
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when I’ve gotten down to three gallons. I will adjust the
heat and top off as necessary to hit the three gallon mark.
And for topping off, you can dunk that bag in more water
to extract a little more and add it as needed. But, like I
said, I’m constantly around 75% efficiency.
Okay, let me address the issues you are undoubtedly ready
to spout off to me at the next meeting.
“How’s it going to convert with such a dilute mash?” I’m
glad you asked. A lot of research has found these dilute
mashes to perform quite well in the mid-range 150-156.
The dilution will affect the enzymes and reduce their
effectiveness at the high and low ranges, particularly the
higher, beta-analyse, range. Also, non-enzymatic adjuncts,
corn, rice, etc. should be kept low.

Now comes the “sparge” part. Detach the neck of the bag
and lift up the “tea bag”. I will let it drain a minute or
two and dunk it back in. I gently shake it to loosen the
grains and get them saturated again, and then lift it out
again. I dunk it two or three times, letting it drain to drips
after the last dunk. No squeezing is employed. That’s it,
mash and sparge is done. Now think of how much time
you just saved.

“But…Filter bed! Voulof!” Yes, without the filtering of
the grain bed, you will have a lot more trub in the pot than
usual. I have not experienced any problems with it, other
than losing a little more beer than usual when racking. I
have not had clarity issues, but I would recommend using
Whilflock or Irish Moss in the boil. But the bag does
allow you to mill your grain much finer which will help
with efficiency.
“How can do my triple decoction/cereal mash/extra
dextrinous/etc?” Um, you can’t. The technique has its
limits. It works best with a moderate gravity beers that use
a single infusion or step mash for a medium body.
“I used the vegetable steamer from the kitchen and now
my wife wants to kill me.” You’re on your own there,
buddy. Should of bought your own. It is also nice to get
your own because it helpful to remove the center rod.
Now, in my set up the five gallon pot volume also limits
the types of beer to mid range gravity beers . I typically
work backwards from the 16 quart water or so limit of
water and desired gravity to work out my grain bill. If you
want to go larger, you will need to sew a full sized bag, or
buy one online. There have also been people using nylon
laundry bags with success. You will also probably want a
better method to lift the bag than by hand.
Here is beersmith’s write up of it:
http://beersmith.com/blog/2009/04/14/brew-in-a-bagbiab-all-grain-beer-brewing/

So I set the bag in the lid of the pot, fish out the
vegetable strainer with my charismatic wooden brewing
spoon seen earlier, and turn on the flame to start the boil.
While it's heating, I’ll press on the bag with the back of
the spoon to collect another cup or two of liquor that
drains out of the bag. I’ll add this to the pot, but again, I
do not do any real squeezing.
From there you should know what to do. Boil, add hops,
cool and pour into the fermentor as with any batch of
beer. For the boil, I’ve notched my spoon so I know

Here is a nice illustrated write up of the full sized set up:
http://www.homebrewtalk.com/f36/biab-brewing-pics233289/
So that’s my trick. Give it a shot. Lately I’ve been pushing
the set up/technique, adding a few wrinkles, which has
allowed me to brew a 1.104 o.g. Scotch Ale with a first
“running” being boiled down to a highly caramelized
syrup and a sort of second “sparge” added to the first. But
if you want to get into all-grain on a shoestring, or are
looking for a quicker way to do small and pilot batches,
you should give it a try.
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Florida Beer Dinner Report
Next year, try an elegant and
relaxed approach to the Emerald
Coast Beer Festival’s Friday
night frenzy!!
For the past six years, Emerald Coast revelers
have had the opportunity to begin the festival on
Thursday evening with a beautiful beer dinner
featuring the offerings of top notch craft
breweries around the country. Brooklyn
Brewery was the inaugural co-host with Seville
Quarter. The goal of the events has been to
feature the pairing of food with beers, not the
cooking of food with beers (which so often
results in stews and sauces). The culinary staff
at Seville Quarter has been uniformly excellent
and avant garde in this endeavor.
The other breweries featured over the years
have been Bell’s, Dogfish Head, Sierra Nevada,
Rogue, and Southern Tier. Richard and I have
attended all but the Brooklyn dinner. We didn’t
find out about it until after the fact. Quel
dommage!
The founder and owner of Bell’s was there the
second year to discuss the beers and their
beginnings. He began as a home brewer – no
surprise there! He told of his first large
fermenter, a yellow Rubbermaid trash can with
an altered lid to make it tight -fitting. Making
beer became his passion. His passion became
Bell’s. He was funny and eager to share his
stories – a very good MC. His beers were
fantastic. Now, every year we bring some Bell’s
beers back from Florida. (We start the weekend
with lunch at Four Winds in order to beat the
festival rush and get first pickings of their beer
inventory. Then we attend the beer dinner.) One
pairing still comes to mind from this dinner. The
entrée was a perfectly prepared (not-quite-yetmedium-rare) coffee and black pepper encrusted
steak (filet, I believe) paired with Java Stout.
Wow! No hope of sleeping after that. Scalloped
potatoes provided just the right creamy
counterpoint.
The Dogfish Head Dinner (year 3) introduced us
to such push-the-envelope beers as Midas Touch,
Black and Blue, and Red and White. The
discussion of the brewery was a video. There
was a sales representative in person, but this was

not the same as having the owner/brew master
present. The food pairings were terrific. Red
and White was served as the palate cleanser
before dessert. It was surprisingly wine coolerlike and amused the mouth nicely. Black and Blue,
made with blackberries and blueberries, was
served with dessert. Yum. Brewer Sam Cagalione
doesn’t think outside the box – he doesn’t
acknowledge that there is a box!
THURSDAY NIGHT
Fast forward to this year – Southern Tier
Brewery from western New York. The
commentary was supposed to be live via Skype. It
worked very well for the brewer, Dustin, in New
York. He could see and hear us. We could see
him. Three out of four ain’t bad. We couldn’t
understand word one he said, and the poor thing
had no idea. He just kept talking, breaking up,
and pixelating. Perhaps the technology will be
better next year. Fortunately, the dinner was one
of the best ever. All the beers were top-notch.
The food was bountiful and delicious.
The menu was well-balanced between quadrupeds,
bipeds, and sea creatures. The dishes were
expertly prepared and presented. The passed
hors d’oeuvres (three tasty appetizers) were
paired with two firkins of ale: Phin & Matt’s
Extraordinary [American Pale] Ale, 5.7%, and unearthly Imperial India Pale Ale, 9.9%. A glitch:
there wasn’t enough un-earthly to go around and
the curried shrimp puffs were just oaky. But, the
smoked salmon flatbread with herbed crème and
fried pork sticks with spicy barbeque sauce more
than made up for that. The smoky salmon flavor
paired beautifully with the APA.
The first course was a hit. Tupelo Honey Roasted
Quail was plated with Sweet Potato Johnny Cakes
and Jack Daniels Beurre Blanc. The description of
Harvest ESB, 6.7%, says is pairs well with strong
spicy foods. It also pairs well with delicate and
succulent quail. The judicious hopping did not
overpower the bird in the least. The citrus notes
gave a nice light finish to this medley of flavors.
Next we had a sausage and cheese plate paired
with 2XIPA, 9.0%. The Boudin was very un-Boudin
like. To me, Boudin is essentially portable dirty
rice. This version had no rice and no liver or
gizzards. Red peppers did make it warm and
spicy. Ground beef made it substantial. It was
very good, but not a Cajun Boudin. Perhaps I am
too fussy. The Andouille was much more
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traditional. Aged cheddar cheese rounded out
this plate. The strong and spicy flavors would
have steam-rolled a milder beer. The very hoppy
and high alcohol IPA was up to the challenge. Its
malt foundation was made of steel. By the end
of this course, we could have stopped. So much
food - but there were two more courses to go!
The evening’s entrée was Cold Smoked Flank
Steak, Porcini Jus, Truffled Gratins, and Grilled
Brocolini paired with inequity Imperial Black Ale,
9.0%. The tender and juicy steak was seared to
rare, and carved thin. Delicious. The roasty,
bitter, bitter black ale added the kick for the
course. Portions were substantial, large enough
to rival McQuire’s. No one at our table could
finish it all. But somehow, we managed to find
room for dessert…
Imagine a hearty stout mixed with Smucker’s
Sundae Sauce - bittersweet and complex. That
is Southern Tier’s Choklat, 10%. Now imagine
that beside Heavenly Mint Choklat Mousse Cake.
Divine. The mint got lost in the flavor shuffle,
but no one noticed. A neat alternative would
have been a Choklat Float with a scoop of Blue
Bell Handmade Vanilla Ice Cream. Gorgeous
ending to a gorgeous dinner.
Richard and I recommend this addition to the
festival. You cannot beat the price. This year it
was $55 per person plus tax and tip. Make
reservations early! Talk to Nancy at Seville
Quarter. There are only 100 or so seats, and
they sell out well before the event.
FRIDAY NIGHT
Upgrade your Friday night tasting tickets to VIP
status for an additional $30 each. The VIP room
opens 45 minutes ahead of the main gate. It is
air conditioned with clean, uncrowded bathrooms.
There is a buffet prepared by Seville Quarter
(remember the luscious dinner the night before)
that is kept stocked all night. There are beers
poured indise that are not available to the
masses outside. And there are tables and chairs
for resting and relaxing out of the heat. The
door is open to the main tasting 15 minutes
before the crowd is let in. That is not a lot of
time, but that is the earliest that the vendors
are willing to do. The price per person is worth
it for the bathrooms alone. (Is that Mardi Gras
mentality, or what!)
Bottoms up!
Carol and Richard

***************************************
************************

Christmas is coming:
We need someone to step up
as coordinator for our
Christmas Party.
Stand up and get involved!
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CRESCEC

CRESCENT CITY HOMEBREWERS
7967 Barataria Blvd. – Crown Point – LA -70072
Email – cchhopline@aol.com

2012 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Yearly Dues: $30.00

Mission Statement and Purpose
To promote Homebrewing within the club; through public awareness and appreciation of the quality and variety
of homebrew; through education and research; and through the collection and dissemination of information. To
serve as a forum for technological and cross-cultural aspects of the Art of Homebrewing. Most importantly, to
encourage responsible alcohol consumption.
New Member

Returning Member (joined CCH in

Name:

Home Telephone:

Home Address:

Cellular Telephone:

City, State, ZIP

e-mail Address

Date of Birth:

Spouse:

)

Occupation
Employer:

Work Telephone:

Homebrewing Experience:

Beginner

Intermediate

Advanced

Beer Judging Experience:
BJCP Ranking: #
Certified
Non-BJCP:

Apprentice
National

None

Recognized

Master
Experienced

Professional Brewer

I FULLY UNDERSTAND THAT: My participation in the Crescent City Homebrewers is entirely voluntary. I know
that alcoholic beverages are offered at various functions, and that my consumption of these beverages may affect my
perceptions and reactions. I accept full responsibility for my self, and absolve the CRESCENT CITY HOMEBREWERS,
ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AND FELLOW MEMBERS of any responsibility for my conduct, behavior, and actions.
SIGNED:__________________________________________ DATE:
Paid: $ 

Cash

, 2012

Check #

For the responsible drinker, there is always another party.
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Schedule of Events

2012 CALENDAR
January
CCH General Membership Meeting
Brew Off – Greg Hackenberg
CCH Beer School Continues

Wed
Sat
Sat

4
28
21

7:00 pm
7:00 am
9:00 am

11:00 pm
4:00 pm
12:00 pm

Wed
Sat
Sat
Sat

1
25
25
11

7:00 pm
7:00 am
9:00 am
7:00 am

11:00 pm
4:00 pm
4:00 pm
4:00 pm

Wed
Sat
Sat

7
10
31

7:00 pm
9:00 am
7:00 am

11:00 pm
12:00 pm
4:00 pm

February
CCH General Membership Meeting
Brew Off – Monk’s Haus
Sausage Making – Monk’s Haus
CCH Beer School Continues

March
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Beer School Continues
Brew Off

April
CCH General Membership Meeting
Brew Off
Brew Off
CCH Beer School Continues

Wed
Sat
Sat
Sat

4
14
28
21

7:00 pm
7:00 am
7:00 am
9:00 am

11:00 pm
4:00 pm
4:00 pm
12:00 pm

Wed

2

7:00 pm

11:00 pm

Wed

6

7:00 pm

11:00 pm

Sat

2

6:00 pm

9:00 pm

Sat

16

9:00 am

12:00 pm

Wed
Sat

11
21

7:00 pm
9:00 am

11:00 pm
12:00 pm

Wed

1

7:00 pm

11:00 pm

May
CCH General Membership Meeting
Beer School for this month has been postponed.

June
CCH General Membership Meeting
WYES Beer Tasting

http://www.wyes.org/events/beer.shtml
CCH Beer School Continues

July
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Beer School Continues

August
CCH General Membership Meeting
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September
CCH General Membership Meeting
Pensacola Emerald Coast Beer Fest
Pensacola Emerald Coast Beer Fest
Pensacola Emerald Coast Beer Fest

Thu
Fri
Sat
Sun

6
7
8
9

7:00 pm
TBA
TBA
TBA

11:00 pm
TBA
TBA
TBA

Wed
Sat
Sat

3
13
27

7:00 pm
7:00 am
2:00 pm

11:00 pm
4:00 pm
?:00 pm

Wed
Sat

7
10

7:00 pm
6:00 pm

11:00 pm
11:00 pm

Fri

7

October
CCH General Membership Meeting
Club Brew at Hanks House in Old Metairie
Club Brew at Oktoberfest Grounds in Rivertown Kenner
Deutsches Haus Oktober Fest Last 3 weekends. Kenner Old
Town October 12-13, 19-20, 26-27 11:00 AM until ???

November
CCH General Membership Meeting
CCH Winterfest @ Deutsches Haus

December
CCH General Membership Meeting, Nominees
from Floor, Election and Christmas Party
Location Pending

CRESCENT CITY
HOMEBREWERS

C/o Monk Dauenhauer.

7967 Barataria Blvd
Crown Point, LA 70072

7:00 pm

11:00 pm

